
English IV - Journals - Week 4, Sem 2 (2017) January 23-27, 2017

1-23-17: Voc. Less. 10 Rvw
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

alphabetically chart each of the words for 
this less with their pos and defn

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."

English IV - Journals - Week 4, Sem 2 (2017) January 23-27, 2017

  Today is January 23, 2017
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Contest Assignment: Publicity
6. Discuss Poetry Assignment: Poet research
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose 1. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Do you prefer composing your own poems or working on contest 
assignments? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary appropriate to 
my age/grade level and work with my 
classmates to produce material for a 
district-wide poetry and art contest.

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A



English IV - Journals - Week 4, Sem 2 (2017) January 23-27, 2017

1-24-17: Voc. Less. 10 Rvw
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

meet with your 9 oclock partner today to 
create trade and complete a worksheet with 

all lesson 10 vocab words pos and defn

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is January 24, 2017
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Contest: Publicity Assignment choice
6. Composition Assignment: Poet choice
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose 1. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Why are you choosing the poet and/or publicity assignment you 
selected? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary appropriate to 
my age/grade level and work with my 
classmates to produce material for a 
district-wide poetry and art contest.

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Contest & 
Composition 

Assgn. Choice
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1-25-17: Voc. Less. 10 Rvw
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

alphabetically chart the words today in one 
column in the other two use criteria that 

havent already been covered

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is January 25, 2017
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Contest: Work in-class on Publicity Assignment
6. Composition Assignment: Research Poet & Pres.
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose 1. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Publicity assignments will be selected as part of in-class presentations: 
do you think what you have in mind will win over your classmates? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary appropriate to 
my age/grade level and work with my 
classmates to produce material for a 
district-wide poetry and art contest.

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A
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1-26-17: Voc. Less. 10 Rvw.
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

write about snow days using your vocab or 
what helps you study more journal charts, 
quizlet/flashcards, or peer-to-peer review? 

Explain.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is January 26, 2017
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Contest: Work in-class on Publicity Assignment
6. Composition Assignment: Research Poet & Pres.
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose 1. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Have you been doing any out-of-class work on your assignments for 
English? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary appropriate to 
my age/grade level and work with my 
classmates to produce material for a 
district-wide poetry and art contest.

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Vocab #10 WSs
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1-27-17: Voc. Less. 10 Rvw.
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

its been wahile since we sharkled so meet 
with your table to quickly come up with a 
sentence using a min of 10 vocab words 

then prepare for review for your quiz

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is January 27, 2017
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Vocab Quiz #10
6. Contest/Composition Assignment: DUE
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose 1. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Did your poet presentation and contest assignment meet your hopes/
standards? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary appropriate to 
my age/grade level and work with my 
classmates to produce material for a 
district-wide poetry and art contest.

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Vocab #10 Quiz, 
Journals

Cont/Comp 
Assgn. DUE


